**Poster Description:** The 2021 Department of Defense National American Indian Heritage Month poster consists of a white background. A tannish-yellow parchment colored foreground lays over the top 2/3rds of the poster leaving a white border around the top and sides. The bottom edge of the foreground is arched and uneven as if painted. A rectangular rust-colored accent strip is placed across the width of the poster within both the header and footer areas.

Situated on the tannish-yellow foreground is a rendered photograph of a large grey wolf head. It is designed to appear as a colored sketch. The wolf has grey, black, and white fur and markings. A rust-colored accent shadow surrounds the wolf’s head and which blends into the tannish-yellow foreground. The wolf is staring forward at the viewer.

The observance theme is spread across two lines and centered on the poster’s white background beneath the wolf’s head. The first line consists of the words, Grounded in Tradition in rust-colored text. The second line consists of the words, Resilient in Spirit in rust-colored text.

Beneath the poster’s theme is the observance title capitalized in black text, NATIONAL AMERICAN INDIAN HERITAGE MONTH. Beneath the observance title is the observance month, NOVEMBER in smaller capitalized black text.

Situated at the bottom left corner and atop the footer’s rust-colored accent strip are the Department of Defense and Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) seals. Situated at the bottom right corner and atop the rust-colored accent strip is a quick response code symbol which links to the DEOMI website, https://www.defenseculture.mil.